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by Hugh Nibley
Contributing Editor

Nearly all present-day critics insist on an atmosphere of extreme religious hysteria, “a time of strange wild religious excitement,” as essential to the production of the Book of Mormon. The heat and passion of the backwoods revival meeting provide the fiery crucible in which the book was forged. The frontier and the camp meeting between them set the stage for the Book of Mormon.

In spite of its respectable distant New England background, a recent and typical study reports, “Mormonism was unquestionably a product of the frontier, the strangest, most ambiguous, adventurous, and colorful of all the movements emanating from that turbulent region.” The latest investigators, however, have been seriously questioning this proposition. Mrs. Brodie has an easy time showing that western New York in Joseph Smith’s time was not primitive frontier at all, but thoroughly settled and civilized. Yet after all that she remains true to the party line: the matter of the Book of Mormon “is drawn from the American frontier.” But others have now taken the magic out of that magic word and demythologized the myth of the frontier.

“Mormonism has usually been described as a frontier religion,” writes Cross, and hastens to correct the error: “The church did not rise during the pioneering era of western New York. Its early recruits came from many sects, but invariably from the longest settled neighborhoods of the region. Joseph’s pilgrimages [in the early days] . . . were always eastward, not westward . . . the Church of the Saints was not a frontier phenomenon in origin.” Even if you call Western New York the frontier, “its impact upon the region and period from which it sprung was extremely limited,” Mormonism receiving its greatest strength from abroad. Mr. Davis confirms this verdict: “But Upstate New York in the 1820’s,” he writes, “was not a frontier, . . . actually, the frontier was the place where Mormonism was nearly extinguished, while the final settlement came a thousand miles beyond the frontier.” The theory that Mormonism was a product of the frontier will not stand up to any examination.

Equally groundless is the common claim that the element of supernatural intervention in the Book of Mormon was a response to the stimulus of the camp meeting. “There are no detailed descriptions of the revivals in Palmyra and Manchester between 1822 and 1827, when they were at their wildest,” writes Mrs. Brodie. If she had really wanted to find out what the revivals were like at the time and place indicated, Mrs. Brodie could have had a quite adequate description from the autobiography of Nancy Towle, the traveling revivalist who operated in upper New York State between the years 1818 and 1831. From her we learn that the pathological camp meetings that Smith is supposed to have attended are a myth of the critics. The preaching routine of the time was standardized and stereotyped; if Smith ever got his religion “from the mouth of the wilderness preacher,” it is passing strange that his own sermons
and writings do not remotely resemble theirs. Particularly repugnant to Miss Towle and her fellow evangelists is Smith's claim that "The gift has returned back again, as in former times, to illiterate fishermen." To which Miss Towle's reaction was: "Are you not ashamed, of such pretentions? You who are no more, than any ignorant ploughboy of our land! Oh! blush, at such abominations!" So far were the revivalists from admitting any kind of inspiration. The idea of supernatural manifestations, which Joseph Smith is also supposed to have picked up from the revivals, was completely foreign to them. When she speaks of healing, Miss Nancy makes it perfectly clear that she means only the healing of the soul; when she rushes to the side of the sick and the dying, it is to exhort them to prepare to meet Jesus; when she speaks of death it is with genuine terror and despair; she is constantly on guard against accepting for a moment as supernatural any of the many experiences and manifestations that she so often meets with in the course of her neurotic career. The revivalists had a definite technique and enthusiasm of their own, but it was of a totally different nature from that found among the Mormons, concerning which one observer noted ninety years ago:

"This enthusiasm is different in style and expression from the religious enthusiasm of many of the Christian sects. The excesses of revivals are not favored by the leaders for this practical Church. There is no frenzy in their prayers, and the worship in their Tabernacle is as decent as that of a Puritan Church. But under this quiet exterior, there is a spirit of fanatical devotion, deep and earnest. . . ."  

Could one ask for plainer evidence that the Mormon tradition is not that of the camp meeting and the frontier?

From Miss Towle we learn that the revival meetings of Joseph Smith's day were not held in fields, woods, and tents, but in regular churches and in good order. It was only in the British Isles that Miss Towle herself preached in tents and in the open air; her message there was the same as in America, and met with the same response—there was nothing "frontier" about it.

Miss Towle has a good deal to say about the bitter revelries among the ministers, (" . . . rotten-hearted professors. . . . Oh! these men-appointed leaders, how despicable they often, to me, appear!") and so makes it clear that Joseph Smith was not exaggerating (as is often claimed) when he told of how meanly they treated him. From Nancy Towle we can learn what the atmosphere of the revivals really was: Religious feeling ran high; rivalry was intense and sometimes bitter; but the wild orgiastic rites of the camp meeting, of which we have heard so much, were totally foreign to her experience and to the world of the youthful Joseph Smith. Only twice in all her long experience did Miss Towle see anyone faint at a meeting—once in Cumberland and once in Nova Scotia—and the sight surprised and disturbed her: "Such a thing," she says, "never happens in the 'New England revivals.'"

As early as 1842 the Methodist Quarterly Review severely criticized an English writer for describing Mormonism as a frontier religion. The Mormon converts, the reviewer pointed out, came not from the frontier or even from America, but from that very "sound, enlightened, Protestant England" that the
British writer boasts about!68 As to the Book of Mormon resembling American preaching, at revivals or anywhere else, nothing could be more absurd: “We now fear, that the reviewer [in England] knows just as little about what is said ‘at meeting’ as he does about the contents of the Book of Mormon, and this is almost nothing at all.”69

Dr. O’Dea Bloweth Where He Listeth:—Dr. O’Dea should have considered some of these things before propounding his favorite thesis on the Book of Mormon: “The book is obviously an American work.” How, “obviously?” Well, “American sentiments permeate the work.” For example? “Taxation is oppressive, and lawyers are not to be trusted.”70 In what nations is that not true? Has Dr. O’Dea never heard of Moliere or Aristophanes or Rabelais? Again the “obligation of the clergymen to work” in Alma’s church is right out of New England: but why not right out of Cluny, or the Qumran Community, or the Didache? Alma’s going “from one body to another, preaching unto the people repentance and faith on the Lord” (Mos. 25:15), is for O’Dea “a scene strongly reminiscent of the camp meeting” though he admits elsewhere that camp meetings belong to the post Book of Mormon period.71 But Dr. O’Dea’s job as a critic is not simply to report what Book of Mormon scenes and incidents suggest to his mind, but to prove when he suggests a source, that the matter concerned could not possibly have come from any other source. After all, the man who by some mysterious process can borrow the ideas of thirteenth century monks, Brahmin sages, French satirists, and Washingtonian reformers may at any given moment be stealing from any conceivable source, so that no critic can ever be sure of his ground. But Dr. O’Dea is: he finds that in the Book of Mormon “the closeness to violence was thoroughly American.” But what could be more thoroughly Italian or Greek or Irish or Roman or Arabic or Hebrew, etc., than “closeness to violence?”72 Nancy Towlie actually left England to get away from a “closeness to violence,” in comparison of which America was a haven of calm.73

In his too ready analysis Dr. O’Dea goes far enough to contradict himself soundly, for though the Book of Mormon according to him draws its “fundamental theme” from Calvinism and revivalism, it does so “without either the stress on human depravity of the former or the excessive emotionalism of the latter.” That is to say, what we find in the book is Calvinism and revivalism—but with their essential elements left out: “In contrast to the extremes of religious enthusiasm that were soon to follow upon the revivals . . . later in the decade, the intellectuality of the Book of Mormon and its appeal as a reasonable answer to the problems of existence and salvation are quite obvious.” (P. 31.) So what the Book of Mormon offers is not a resemblance but a “quite obvious contrast to the ways and teachings of those religious enthusiasts who are supposed to have inspired it! O’Dea even labors the indiscretion: “In fact, in catching and committing to print the hopes and exaltations of the revival meeting and in doing so without the distractions and emotional excesses . . . the Book of Mormon was admirably suited to become . . . the scriptures of an American Church.” (P. 40.) Passing by the fact that the book was never meant to become the scriptures of any church, and that the great appeal of Mormonism and the Book of Mormon has in the past not been to Americans but to people of other lands, we must hasten to point out that “emotional excesses” are no extraneous fixture of the revival meeting but the very substance of those “hopes and exaltations” without which it would not be a revival meeting. To say that the young fanatic Joseph Smith succeeded in separating revivalism from emotionalism makes about as much sense as to talk of separating Romanism from Rome or separating the front of a piece of paper from the back. Calvinism and revivalism “without either the stress on human depravity of the former or the excessive emotionalism of the latter” are simply Hamlet with Hamlet left out.

Though Riley assures us that “Joseph Smith knew as little about Arminius as Arminius did of him,” and Davis insists that Mormonism is a revolt against Arminianism,73 Dr. O’Dea finds “The doctrine of the book is wholeheartedly and completely Arminian.” The proof? “Men, says the Book of Mormon, will be judged by God according to their works,” which Arminius also taught.74 But so did a thousand other Christian teachers, ancient, medieval, and modern, to say nothing of the scripture itself.

Again, we learn that the democratic creed of the Book of Mormon is purely American—except that it is not: “Yet this con— (Continued on page 610)
function. There is no “town.” At priesthood meeting and Sunday School it is not uncommon to see the uniforms of the Navy, Army, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marines, and occasionally a member of the Geodetic Survey. All of these services have important missions to perform on “The Pearl of the Aleutians,” or called by most, “The Rock.”

The Adak LDS Group is attached to the West Anchorage Branch, but visits to the “home” branch are rare, since it is some 1500 miles distant, and the only way is by expensive commercial aircraft, or space-available ships. With fairly limited facilities, the group has had to function almost when and where it could. For quite some time, priesthood meeting and Sunday School were held in a small TV room of the Armed Forces TV Service. It was disconcerting, especially to the youngsters, to try to hold religious services in such an atmosphere. The group changed from morning to afternoon hours and was able to meet in the small auditorium of a religious education building annexed to the base chapel. This was an improvement for the ten to twenty members who came out. Now, the group has moved into the base chapel where a more sacred atmosphere can be maintained. The size of the attendance is dictated by work schedules, transportation, and the weather.

With constantly rotating personnel, it is difficult to hold together the few officers of the group, or even to plan ahead from one Sunday to the next. Brother O. C. Ford is group leader. He, his wife Zelma, and sons Barry and Leslie have been on Adak almost three years. Both Fords are government employees of the Navy. Assistant group leader and Sunday School teacher is L. M. (Bob) Whittaker, an Air Force 1/Lt., and Navy-man Vaughn Failner is assistant group leader. Uray Funk, another civilian employee, was replaced as priesthood teacher by Don Bowers, of the Naval communications station. A Navy tug cook, Alex Briskie from American Samoa was group secretary until his rotation, and that position is now filled by Marine Master Sergeant Stanley Titecombe. Teaching the youngsters has been assigned to Sister Jo Whitaker, Sister Ford, and Sister D. E. Seyboldt. Many of these officers are active in many other activities.

Brother Ford is president of the Adak chapter of P-TA, and Brother Whittaker is publicity chairman of P-TA and the Boy Scouts. Since the departure of Brother Dale Brown many months ago, the group has been without an accompanist. A record player and organ accomplishment records are used.

In addition to priesthood meeting and Sunday School, the group meets each Sunday evening at one of three homes for fireside. “These are government quarters, since there are no “private” homes on the island. A regular lesson is presented, except the last Sunday of each month which is given to a social-type gathering. Among the few members and investigators the “Mormon movement” can be traced to all corners of the world. Needless to say, a great deal of spare time is used in telling and showing pictures of faraway places, reminiscing, and yearning. Considering the twice weekly mail and a once-a-month boat with packages, this remote outpost hears a lot about “home” and warmer climes.

But even here, thousands of miles from home, the power of the gospel was illustrated not long ago. The chance meeting of two priesthood members brought to light a distant relationship. For many years, one had supposed his father to be dead and could find nothing on his paternal genealogy. Not only did the meeting prove the father to be alive, but also revealed the missing genealogy line, and the work was completed.

When the westward movement of the Mormons began over a hundred years ago, few then could visualize the magnitude of the gospel and just how far west it would go. But, here on Adak, just as in other places of the world, the Church continues to be an ever-present influence and inspiration in the lives of the small LDS Group. As long as the elements will permit, the Adak Latter-day Saints will continue to worship, and join in fellowship that will make the stay on “The Rock” a little less lonesome and an experience that will long be remembered.
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fession of faith, so characteristic of the milieu, did not pass without qualification. Whether it was the problems of de-

veloping his 92 B. C. plot or his reflection upon his experience with his contemporaries that gave him pause, Joseph appended a profound warning.” (P. 35.) That is, it should have been “characteristic of the milieu,” according to Dr. O’Dea’s calculations, yet it was not, because that rascally Joseph Smith insisted on forcing it into another milieu—that of 92 B. C. We challenge Dr. O’Dea to name a century between the first and the twentieth A.D. in which the “content” of which he speaks was not only present but also conspicuous in the Christian world, the Reformation was only one of many expressions it has taken through the centuries. Again, it is impossible to take any position regarding baptism that has not been taken by one religious group or another in the past; so while the Book of Mormon concept of baptism conforms to none of the familiar Christian patterns, it may be broken down arbitrarily into fragments that may be held to suggest aspects of baptism as practiced by somebody or other, and so claim to have discovered the source of the Book of Mormon ideas on the subject, as Dr. O’Dea does.75

Parallels to Taste:—The grab-bag method exemplified by Dr. O’Dea makes it possible for the experts, each feeling his own part of the elephant, to propound with perfect confidence diametrically conflicting explanations of the Book of Mormon. Thus some scholars tell us that the Book of Mormon could only have been written by “a man of learning,” that “the real author . . . was well acquainted with the classics,”76 while others insist that “only an ignorant man could have produced it.”77

Today certain professors find that “the intellectualty of the Book of Mormon and its appeal as a reasonable answer to the problems of existence and salvation are quite obvious,”78 and assure us that the book “satisfied the inbred desire of Yorkers to achieve an orderly, intellectual formulation of their beliefs.”79 Can this be the same book which Dr. Davis is calling “the gibberish of a crazy boy?”80

For Professor Meinhold the Book of Mormon contains no history, but a wonderful philosophy of history. For Professor Arbaugh it is the other way round: “Mormon scriptures contain items of purported history, but,
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significantly, no philosophy of history.”

Investigators as different as Gibbs, Brodie, and Eduard Meyer have commented on the remarkable consistency of the Book of Mormon, which for Mr. Bernard DeVoto was nothing but a “yeasty fermentation, formless, aimless, and inconceivably absurd.” Years later, to be sure, DeVoto admitted he was lying, but the solid majority of scholars are still with him.

Critics have detected fraud in the Book of Mormon on the one hand in their discovery that it “determines none of the great questions pending the world at large, but only minor difficulties that would have been likely to reach a western village,” and on the other hand in the equally astute discovery that it simply reflects the great issues about which “men in different parts of the country were thinking . . .” Again, which is it to be, great issues or small, that damn the Book of Mormon?

While one school of investigators sees in the Book of Mormon an “altogether remarkable production of an over-imaginative mind . . .” the work of “an audacious and original mind . . . marvellously fecund imagination,” etc., others can detect only “a perfect destitution of inventive power in its writer.” “Not a spark of imagination or invention enlivens the weary sameness of the annalist.”

A learned English divine in 1886 felt to reject the Book of Mormon in spite of “all its air of sincerity and truth; for all the striking and often beautiful passages that it contains.” Yet how many critics detect those qualities in the work? The usual reaction is: “In nothing does the line, style, invention, conception, content and purpose reveal the hand of a master, let alone of Divine inspiration.”

FOOTNOTES

139 Quote is from J. D. Kingsbury, op. cit., p. 8.

140 The Book of Mormon itself is “interspersed with the catch-words of the Methodist camp, meeting exhorter,” according to Hastings’ Encyclopaedia XI, p. 86. For a particularly gaudy description see Leon Lemonnier, Les Mormons (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p. 17; and George Townshend, The Conversion of Mormonism (Hartford: Church Missions Publishing Co., 1911) pp. 13f.
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(Continued) insistence to develop it, there will be few more rewarding activities.

The following may be helpful to a teacher in learning to teach on the concept level of his students:

1. Teachers should become acquainted with the vocabulary level of their students. Teachers often do not realize the distance between their vocabulary level and that of their students. It might be helpful to examine their schoolbooks and to find out what magazines and other printed matter they read. Listen carefully when they speak and notice the terms they use consistently. This should give a pretty good indication of their vocabulary concept level.

2. Lesson outlines are generally written with no particular locality or community pattern in mind. If the teacher does not adapt the abstract part of the lesson somewhat to farm vernacular, the vernacular of a particular geographical area or urban locale, and so on, the students may actually not be able to picture the...
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